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FINAL REPORT
ARO Grant DAAG29-84-IK-0072
This is the final report for Army Research Office (ARO) Grant DAAG29-84-K-0072,
for the period May 14, 1984 to September 30, 1987. The funding provided partial support for two senior investigators, Donald W. Loveland and Alan. W. Biermann, and partial support for four students which resulted in three M.S. degrees awarded and an
expected Ph.D. degree. (A Senior Programmer was also employed during a critical stage
of one project.) This funding provided for a many-faceted exploration of new concepts in
the development of learning or adaptive machines and their application to practical system design. It also allowed investigation of a theory of efficient testing procedures with
extension to the integration of treatments. It provided funding that permitted examination of the power of the logic programming language Prolog and the first pursuit of a
system to extend the underlying logic of Prolog while retaining much of the efficiency
that has allowed it to be so useful. The funded research in outcome can be viewed as
six distinct lines of research which:
(1) show how adaptive software systems can be built to automatically select the best
program for doing a task,
(2) show for learning machines general relationships between the sizes of the classes of
learnable behaviors and the error rates and learning rates,
(3) give a method for automatically discovering the confidence factors for the
knowledge based production rules in expert systems,
(4) develop a synthesis technique for real time computer programs based on the concept of the factorization of a program behavior graph into its control structure and
data structure graphs.
(5)
(6)

*

initiate the extension of Prolog to permit disjunctive clauses and the classical negation to be used, and
continue the investigation of the test-and-treatment problem where treatments are
intearated into a theory of designing efficient (low cost) test procedures.

Each of these lines of pursuit has realized results of its own so it is hard to
highlight some results over others. Some results can be useful near-term, such as the
determination of confidence factors for expert systems, while others are long term, such
as studying the tradeoffs between fast learning machines and large-domain learning
machines. This is a particularly interesting contrast because both results deal with
automating adaptive behavior; the expert system project recognizes the presently unique
ability of the human expert to devise the governing rules relevant to the task domain
and "settles" for adjusting the weights for the rule inference strengths relative to the
inference network in which the rules are employed. This is itself a non-triivial task generally too slow to be done by simple algorithms on arbitrary rule sets. Our longer range
study just mentioned is particularly important because while many' researchers have
proposed learning niachines of various types, few have discussed general properties that
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all learning machines must obey. Here, we show relationships between the size of the
learnable class and the learning and error rates.

L'4.

Another area where we feel that this grant has promoted important work is the
extension of the logic programming language Prolog. While "extensions to Prolog"' have
been known since before Prolog was actually defined, they generally have not allowed a
natural programming viewpoint plus a declarative (logical) viewpoint simultaneously,
and also have been too slow in processing time to be useful over nontrivial problems. By
not trying to extend too far beyond the domain Prolog now processes we feel that we
maintain the key properties of Prolog in the extended domain. Although much research
and attention to implementation concerns still lie ahead, the basic structure of the
extension is now clear.
The following paragraphs describe these six topic areas and papers are attached
that include full presentation of results. (Note: Papers noted as attached to report have
been appended to an original copy sent to our ARO monitor. Other copies of this final
report do not have the reports appended; these reports have been deposited with the
ARO in standard manner and are available through the ARO document library.)
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Adaptive Software: Automatic Selection of the Most Efficient Program. A common
problem for practical programmers regards which of several alternative solution methods
should be used in a given situation. The programmer may know of several alternative
representations and not know which to employ; the programmer may also know of
more than one way to code the algorithm once the data structure is selected. Furthermore, the various alternatives may lead to widely varying performance levels so one
should make an informed decision.
Yet the problem of which to use is not easily solved. The programmer may need to
study the application carefully, to read relevant literature on the issue, and to run simulations of the computation to discover the most efficient implementation. On the other
hand economic considerations require that the decision be made quickly so that the coding can be done promptly and attention can be turned to other issues.
This project proposes a pragmatic methodology for addressing this dilemma. If
several alternative ways exist to solve a problem, the suggestion is that all of them be
coded and loaded simultaneously into the application along with a monitor that will collect data on their relative performances and eventually select the most desirable one.
The advantages of this approach are that
(1)

the best selection will be reliably made,

(2)

the decision will be based upon actual execution of existing code on the actual data
and machine for the application, and
the programmer's time required for analysis will be minimized.

(3)

.,41.

A methodology for designing such a monitor is given in the attachment [51 where it
is assumed that two programs P1 and P2 are available for doing a given computation
which must be executed L times. On each execution, the cost of running program Pi
will be assumed to be c,j with probability pi" i =1,2, and j =1,2,..... 7, respectively.
However, the pj 's are unknown, so it is not known which program will have lower
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expected cr-st.
It is desired to have a monitor in control which will, during the first few of the L
computations, select which program to run, note its execution time and decide what to
do next. It may select either program to run on the next computation or it may decide
to run one of the programs for the rest of the L executions. The paper [5] gives an
optimum strategy for the monitor which achieves minimum total expected cost for the
L computations assuming the cost of one monitor decision is g.
On The Errors That Learning Machines Will Make. Associated with each learning
system there is a class of learnable behaviors. If the target behavior to be acquired is in
the learnable class, it will be learned perfectly. If it is outside that class, the machine
will only be able to acquire a behavior that approximates the target and it will always
make errors. It is desirable for a learning machine to have a large learnable class to
maximize the chances of acquiring the unknown behavior and to minimize the expected
error when only an approximation is possible. However, it is also desirable to have a
small learnable class so that learning can be achieved rapidly. Thus the design of learning machines involves selecting a position on the spectrum: minimum error and slow
learning time versus larger error and faster learning time.
Several types of learning systems are examined from the point of view of the above
parameters including signature tables, linear system models, and conjunctive normal
form expression based systems. These studies lead to the concept of an "optimum"
machine which spreads its learnable behaviors across the behavior space in a manner to
minimize the expected error. Two approximations to such optimum machines are
presented and their behaviors are compared to the more traditional learning machines.
The details of this study appear in [2].
Determinig Confidence Factors for Expert Systems. Expert systems have been
used successfully in recent years to solve a variety of application problems related to
medical diagnosis, chemical spectroscopy, geological analysis, and other domains. Unfortunately, immense problems arise in the construction of such systems preventing their
wider use. In fact, one or more computer scientists or "knowledge engineers" must
spend many hours over a period of months or years interviewing a specialist in the
application domain and coding the reasoning processes sufficiently so that a machine can
carry it out. This project aims at partially automating the process of such expert system construction.
Typical expert systems are constructed with a set of production rules. Usually
these rules have two components, the logical operator which defines the manner in
which new information is derived from known facts and the confidence f:actor whili
assigns a degree of certainty to each conclusion. Our asSitm[ltion is ta:tt lle exim't
m ust provide the logical operators btit we iave developed a met holology for :t (l t:ically compu tinhg the conftidence factors. The met hodology reqi ires oIlly thtat sall les (4,
input facts and their associated conclusions with confidence levels be given. From, these
examples one can compute the appropriate confidence factors for the rules used to
derive the conclusions from the input facts.
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Specifically, we present in [101 algorithms to instantiate confidence factors in expert
systems given that the logical operators are already instantiated. We show that nk
carefully selected input-output behaviors are sufficient to characterize a system with n
inputs and a finite set of k confidence factors. If ar oracle is allowed, we present an
algorithm to synthesize the confidence factors in 0 (n 2) time with nk calls to the oracle.
If the confidence factors are real numbers, then 2n input-output behaviors are
sufficient to characterize the system, and we can find the correct confidence factors in
0 (n ) time with 2n calls to the oracle.
\Ve also consider the case where we must satisfy an arbitrary set of input-output
behaviors by instantiating the confidence factors. We present an algorithm to solve the
problem in this case. but also show that this problem is NP-complete by transforming
the satisfiability problem to it.
Real Time Program Synthesis Throgh Graph Factorization This research begins
with an observation related to real time programs: if the infinite state graph representing a data structure and the finite state graph representing its control structure are
combined with a properly defined cross product operation, the result will be a graph
representing all of its possible behaviors. For example, a. counter can be represented by
the graph
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where I is the increment instruction and D is the decrement instruction. If we wish to
then a proper control
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In this graph, the upper leftmost node corresponds to the zero state of the counter
and the initial state of the control. The state to its right corresponds to the 1 state of
the counter and the initial state of the control, and so forth.
These observations lead one to a number of questions related to learning theory.
Suppose one is given a behavior graph such as the one above and is asked to algorithmically discover the data structure and control structure required to achieve that behavior.
This corresponds to having an oracle available to answer questions about a target
behavior and to the automatic discovery of the data structure and control structure
required to achieve that behavior in general. The observations also suggest a methodology for doing the synthesis. It is through graph factorization.
The research questions for the project thus become:

-

(1) Is there a way to diagnose which data structure from a dictionary of available data
structures (counters, stack, queue, etc.) should be used in the synthesis?
(2) Find an algorithm which, given the behavior graph for a computation and the data
structure, will factor the behavior graph to find the control structure.
(3) Given the fact that general algorithms for the problem (2) appear to require
exponential time to complete a computation, find subclasses of real time programs
that can be synthesized in polynomial time.

*-

This project is ongoing and forms the doctoral dissertation project for Mr. Amr
Fahmy. A data structure diagnosis requires a bound on the number of states in the control structure and uses the rate of growth of the behavior graph as a function of distance from the initial node to estimate the needed data structure. Several synthesis
(graph factorization) algorithms have been developed, tested, and their properties
analyzed. One powerful synthesis strategy uses the technique of identifying all sets of
nodes in the behavior graph that have similar topological environments and merging
these nodes to yield the control structure. Attempts are being made to characterize a
class of programs which have such a low cost factorization scheme. Detailed results will
be presentel in late 1988.

*K

Near-Iorn Prolog. Somewhat over a year ago we suddenly saw an approach to a
problem that has been of interest to us for some time. The area of concern is logic pro.raniming and the potential importance of the idea, if successful in realization and effect
on the area, warranted redirection of our research efforts to this question. To a large
extent this redirection of effort has occurred for one of the investigators of this grant
(Loveland). Our concern is with minimal extensions to Prolog, the primary logic programming language in use today. Our intent is to increase the scope of the language
while preserving as strongly as possible the speed of execution, a big factor in the
present success of the programming language from a pragmatic point of view. We now
have a precise formulation of our new approach and have presented this first formulation to the Logic Programming coininunity in [9], a copy of which is attachedl.
h'ere is
11much left to do I)t the basic idea seems to have validity.

*

Our approach iii this work is quite pragmatic, building on the experience of the
success Prolog has had in the world of computing in spite of many drawb-acks (but
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obviously because of many advantages). The idea is to give up some theoretical virtues
to preserve a practical virtue that has proven its importance. Namely, we promote a
complete first-order proof procedure tha. is not in general as powerful as some that
already exist but appears to be much better in a certain domain close to the domain
Prolog functions on. \We now clarify this. Prolog deals with a subset of logic known as
Horn clause logic, basically a positive implication logic. It is safe to say that Prolog's
success is due to two things, the amazing number of useful problems that can be formulated within the Horn clause logic and the speed with which these problems can be exeHowever, disjunctive facts and conclusions (e.g., P(a) OR P(b)) cannot be handied by Prolog. Moreover, negative information is not naturally processed within the
Horn clause logic and this capability is needed, very often for database systems.
Presently the device of "negation as failure" is used. The disadvantage of negation as
failure is that it is built on the principle that anything not provable is false, and its
advantage is that its execution is achievable within the Prolog framework (but for
ground statements only) and so benefits from the speed of execution that Prolog
possesses. Complete first-order theorem provers have proven to be too slow to be useful
in the "real world" to drive logic programming languages.
The new procedure is called nH-Prolog for near-Horn Prolog. The relevance of the
term near-Horn is that the procedure is particularly attractive for processing clause sets
with few negations or disjunctive conclusions. This is because the speed of processing is
a function of the "distance" of the clause set from a Horn set. The ideal is that the
processing speed fall off only in proportion to the distance from a Horn set, figured by
the number of negations in a Prolog-type input format, because many practical problems have relatively few negations in an otherwise legal Horn clause set. The nH-Prolog
system has this characteristic. The nH-Prolog procedure is indeed a complete first-order
procedure as mentioned above (when certain obvious expediences of Prolog are
altered). Although almost surely slower than some known theorem provers on "badly"
non-torn clause sets, such as is characteristic of logic puzzles, our first implementation
shows that indeed we realize excellent speed on the near-Horn clause sets that we have
tried. A conference paper discussing the first implementation is now being written [11]
and, when completed. will be forwarded to ARO because some of the AR-O funding partiallv supported the implementation effort.

-

We are encouraged by the results to date and work continues on the design and
implementation of nH-Prolog. There are many design and implementation questions yet
to address, which we hope further funding will allow us to pursue, but we are still of the
opinion that our efforts are well directed in pursuing this Prolog extension.

*
*

"Testq
procedures. For the past several years we have studied the design and
analysis of etticient testing procedures in relatively unstructured environments. The
irobleoni thatt we h:1ve beenl stuldying recently is the integration of' tests and tre:itinents.
Tl'k
i1(1SIia mei iire ill a Sl iiinary conference present at ion [7] and a comnpleted NI.S . thlesi,
-6t, the former attached and the latter submitted to the ARO in standard reporting
imaniier. A second problem involves methods for quick detection of multiple objects
given a set of tests for doing that job. Both problems concern finding low cost dIecision
trees where cost is an expected cost using given costs for tests and a priori estimates
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regarding the probability that an object is a (the) desired object. We will briefly discuss
the problem that received most attention and then comment on the second problem.
\We are studying a problem that we call the test and treatment problem, so-named
because of the integration of treatments within the testing problem itself. A related
problem studied by many people has been called the diagnosis problem. We state it
here in the form studied by computer scientists although a more general form has been
intensely studied by statisticians. A doctor-patient model is used for concreteness of
presentation and because of its intuitive simplicity. Suppose that a patient appears at a
doctor's office with an unknown disease. By inspection the doctor can reduce the diagnosis problem to a set of n diseases and give some weight as to the likelyhood of each
candidate diagnosis being the correct diagnosis. For simplicity we assume that there is
only one disease to discover. (The multiple-disease problem is the alternate problem we
mentioned above. ) Refining this initial diagnosis requires non-trivial tests and
so t he
doctor wishes to assess the order in which the tests are done. The tetts have costs associated with them; the costs reflect not only economic costs but patient risk, discomf ort.
etc. The problem is to produce the lowest possible (optimal) cost test procedture. usiiig
expected cost as the cost measure. For the case when all tests have unit cost coipute(r
scientists have determined a number of facts about this problem already. \Ve grossly
oversimplify here to give a quick general picture of the situation. If every test is available then there is a fast algorithm for finding the optimal test procedure. and it is essentiallv the Huffman coding procedure. \Vhen some tests are unavailable for use (the
incomplete test case) then the problem is NP-hard, i.e. all procedures for finding the
optimal decision tree may take exponential computation time in the length of the problem presentation. Because in practice it is impossible to find the optimal tree in the
incomplete test case we seek good but fast approximations. Statisticians use the maxirnium likelyhood estimator, which degenerates to the binary splitting algorithm when
inuich of the probabilistic considerations (such as unreliable tests) are dropped to permit
deee analysis or performance. Analysis shows that the binary spitting algorithm can
be extreinely bad in the general incomplete test case, although if the full class of singledis.ase tests exist then the performance greatly improves bitt is still not too good.
(Soie of these results were ours and published prior to receiving this ARO grant.) Lxen

0

-whenall the a priori probabilities are equal the binary splitting algorithm can be quite
-

0
.

.
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\While working on the diagnosis problem just described we realized that for most
real-l.,e situations the problem missed a key point,. One does not often wish to diagnose
to isolation for the true disease just to know the disease: rather, one seeks that intermediate knowledge in order to treat the patient. But often it is cheaper to prescribe a
treatment before testing to isolation. The classic example is the doctor's refrain. "take
two aspiriln aud call Zie iil the mornin" . \Ve seek a uinified theory of test and treat t and pi'e
have been
at work
this problem
foiringseveral
yen rs. alSurprisingly.
we havn t found
,os
w\ork
in the onliteratIt
e
l as11
statisticimns
,uttle ,'roblclti
1i:u.
yirlll
"jiy :ii:ilyti(:,l X
*rK
,)iii t lint ('itip either. kZe IIt ly t here'C h v, (
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Because of the superposing of treat nient pos.-ti)liti es(n top of ti-e testing problem
the test-and-treat menlt pro Blein is a much more di icullt priei
in several ways.
W
Whereas the (agnosis
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problelm has an O'n('!uq n)) runin,

tiiae 1)r the coiIplete test

problem, the test-and-tre'tment problem is NP1-hrd, even folr the complete test-anldtreatment problem. Also the pro1lem is m uch more complex to analyze. We chose to
work on an important special case to understand the mechanisms at work, and have
some interesting results for that special case. More importantly, we have learned much
about the behavior of test-and-treatment decision trees. We chose to take the special
cost case of unit cost for all tests (which copies the cost simplification used in the diagnosis problem) and have the cost of the treatment proportional to the power of the
treatment, where the proportionality constant is a parameter. Here treatment power is
the sum of the a priori probabilities of the objects (diseases) that are successfully
treated by that treatment. (All treatments are reliable and unambiguous in that the
object either is or is not successfully treated.) Moreover, we chose the complete testand-treatment case with equal a priori weights and with a simple approximation algorithm, one that yields a complete binary tree of arbitrary le,-el. The general problem
and the specific results are outlined in a talk given at the Fourth Army Conference [7]:
the report is attached. Proofs are omitted from the talk.
\Vhv was the a 'ove cost model chosen? Preliminary investigation strongly suggested that if the treatments have widely differing cost/power ratios then an optimal or
near-optimal procedure is found bv merely selecting treatments bv ordering them lowto-high with respect to the cost/power ratio. The difficulty arises when the cost/power
ratios are equal or nearly so. Indeed, this much is quite intuitive. What is not intuitive
is to how to proceed when the cost/power ratios are the same, which became the basis
for our first study. Again, we emphasize that the study named above was chosen for its
simplicity to allow us to understand the problems we faced.
The N.S. thesis of Paul Lanzkron contains some analytical results along the line
just described. However, it also contains some experimental results where the problem
statement was free of the constraints we needed to obtaina analytic results. In particilar. we let, the test and treatment costs be arbitrairy aad tie a priori probabilities .also
be arbitrary. \Ve chose several approxiination algori tlhmins which olir analytic work ha, I
led us to believe woild yield reasonably good approximations in many cases. What was
surprising was how good they were given the simplicity of the algorithms relative to the
"diftlcultN of characterizing the optimal solution. We hope to publish these results in a
journal in the biomedical computing area so that the results become known outside the
domain of academic computer science.
Study of the multiple faulty object problem has been initiated, and an appropriate
model defined. A very restricted subproblem has been chosen for study but no definite
resilts have been (t:
ol :,Ied yet. prima-rily becalise our energies were diverted to the test:ii-treat
-iiiit Io~l~le~u. 'lhi 5 diveroi u oecrrel tnrtly fror the plragmatic reasons Illit
~ ~W,.
li:I~t i::,riy ,I >
\.,.
i.i li st tllil
.lt
ek+t
y e"r.- su r 'a ti g ts -/t~-~elle
1rolfleiii; :1iid tlil :t>t,ilil t. l':iil Laizkron. developed iliterest in this iprohlemiu all so
ittentioii nei':1illed i'ociissed there. MN)reover, the iniultitle f'wiltv object pr(blem seems
i"lost iiilleiiig
l llii t ie a p iolw prol )llilities are statistically irilepen lent
'I ',is tie
IIIlo(lel S i
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fi t
d tail nul we fIt th:1t we wisliell to plr lv th te -t-nIl-
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treatment problem that people seemed to be ignoring- in spite of its importance. The
multiple test problem is an important one and wve hope to pursue it in the flat-toodistant fuiture. Our results to late thus are very preliminary an(] no publication in this
subarea is s~e i in t he near fu tutre.
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[11 Biermann, A.%.
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